NESPRESSO COFFEE CAPSULE ORDER FORM
YOUR NAME: ______________________________________ DATE: ________________
Number of Boxes
(1 box = 50 capsules)
RISTRETTO: Full-bodied and persistent. Pure and dark-roasted South and Central American
Arabicas make Ristretto a coffee with a dense body and distinct cocoa notes.
RISTRETTO ORIGIN INDIA*: Intense and spicy. Ristretto Origin India is the marriage of the
finest Arabicas with a hint of Robusta from Southern India. It is a full-bodied coffee, which has a
powerful character and notes of spices.

($37.50 per box)

RISTRETTO INTENSO: A daring blend of Robustas from Brazil and Guatemala, and a
separately roasted Arabica from South America, this is a coffee of exceptional intensity. Its powerful
bitterness and notes of pepper are balanced by a full and creamy texture.

ESPRESSO LEGGERO: A delicious blend of South American Arabicas and Robusto adds
smooth cocoa and cereal notes to a well-balanced body.
ESPRESSO ORIGIN BRAZIL*: A pure Arabic coffee, this is a delicate blend with a smooth
texture and an elegantly mild and sweet flavor enhanced by a note of lightly toasted grain.

($37.50 per box)

ESPRESSO FORTE: Round and balanced. Made exclusively from South and Central American
Arabicas, the complex aroma of this intensely roasted espresso is a balance of strong roasted and
fruity notes.

LUNGO ORIGIN GUATEMALA*: A blend of Arabica and washed Gourmet Robusto coffee
make this a smooth and balanced blend with intense dry and malty cereal underlining its bold
character.

($37.50 per box)

LUNGO FORTE: Elegant and roasted. A complex blend of South and Central American
Arabicas, Lungo Forte holds intense roasted notes with a subtle hint of fruit.
LUNGO LEGERO: Flowery and refreshing. A delicate blend of lightly roasted East African, South
and Central American Arabicas. Lungo Leggero is an aromatic coffee with mild notes of jasmine.
LUNGO DECAFFEINATO: Velvety and Aromatic. A blend of decaffeinated South American
Arabicas and Robusta, this coffee reveals flavors of red fruit balanced with sweet cereal notes.

ESPRESSO DECAFFEINATO: Dense and powerful. Dark roasted South American Arabicas
with a touch of Robusta bring out the subtle cocoa and roasted cereal notes of this full-bodied
decaffeinated espresso.

TOTAL NUMBER OF BOXES
Number of Boxes _______________ X $35.00 = $_____________
*Number of Boxes _______________ X $37.50 = $_____________
Write your check payable to “Northwestern University” and hand in the form and your check to
the staff in the main office (KGH 3317).

